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President’s Corner - A Seat at the Table 
As each month brings new attacks on Federal employees and their Unions, there is no more urgent time to 
heed the saying that “if you don’t have a seat at the table, then you are on the menu.”  This issue of 
This Month in the Council is chock full of examples of how your Union is representing worker rights and 
concerns at the table.  Whether you care about telework, due process rights, fair compensation for work 
performed, pay and retirement benefits, or other issues 
affecting your daily work environment, your Union is working to 
represent you.   

But the seat at the table comes with costs. The only way the 
Union can continue to fight on your behalf is if we have 
members who support us.  While it is true that the Federal 
workplace is the ultimate open shop, and the Union must 
represent all employees with respect to their rights under the 
Master Agreement, such representation does not come for free.  
In the current political climate, support for Unions, both in 
spirit and in dollars, is the only way that Federal workers will 
be able to continue to have the seat at the table.   

If you are currently a Union member – Thank you!  And also, talk 
to your coworkers about why you are a Union member and 
encourage them to join. 

If you are not a Union member – Please consider joining us and 
ensuring that you have a place at the table now and into the 
future. 

• The SF-1187 form for starting dues deduction can be 
found at: https://usfs.box.com/s/pzswr46c0tu772mjs2lptsxgoslz6b58  

• The list of Local Union representatives can be found at: http://www.nffe-fsc.org/?contacts  

In addition to joining the Union to support our efforts, we also encourage you to join our efforts to amplify 
our voices as we meet with Congress about issues that are important to Federal workers.  Elected officials 
who live near Washington, DC are well aware of Federal issues, but politicians far from DC need to be 
reminded regularly that there are Federal workers in their districts, as well.  A full list of Federal employee 
legislative issues can be found on the NFFE Website (http://www.nffe.org/ht/d/sp/i/184/pid/184), along 
with sample letters that you can use.  NOTE:  All Congressional contacts must be done on your own time 
and equipment.  Do not use your government phone, cell phone, or computer to make such contacts. 
Additionally, our Legislative Report below in National News discusses several bills that are of particular 
interest to us.   

NFFE’s motto has always been “All for One, and One for All.”  Now is the time for us all to become active in 
preserving our rights to have a voice ensuring workplace democracy. 

In solidarity,  

Melissa 

National News and Reports 

Congratulations to Dave Alicea, the new R5 CVP 

Dave Alicea has accepted the nomination to serve as the Region 5 Council Vice-President, completing the 4 
year term that was vacated when Barry McDonald retired in May.  Five people were nominated by Locals 



within Region 5, but Dave was the only nominee who accepted the nomination for this challenging position.  
Many thanks to Council Vice-President Lisa Wolfe for serving as the Election Chairperson. 

Assist Harry Zabel, Former Union Leader in California 

Former California Union representative Harry Zabel has lost his home to this year’s wildfires in California.  
Let’s show him some Union love and help him get back on his feet again: https://www.gofundme.com/help-
harry-rebuild-his-home  

Telework Negotiations Update 

The Union and Forest Service negotiated regarding telework in early April, and we were not able to reach 
agreement, because the Forest Service has been instructed by USDA that they must implement the 2018 
USDA Departmental Regulation on Telework, which includes the restriction that employees may not 
telework more than 2 days each pay period.  In April, Management had offered to talk to USDA about some 
of the unique issues of our workforce to see if there could be any loosening of this restriction.  However, on 
July 12, the Forest Service informed the Council that there was no flexibility to adjust the number of days 
that an employee could telework.  This put us on the path towards the Federal Service Impasses Panel 
(FSIP).  The first step is for the parties to attempt mediation, which is likely to be scheduled for this fall.  If 
the Parties cannot reach agreement at mediation, they will proceed to the Impasses Panel which will make 
the final decision.  Many thanks to our Negotiations Team for this challenging topic:  Randy Meyer, FL 
2066; Ken Dinsmore, FL251, Shawn Patterson, FSC GVP; and Erin Kidwell, FL1968.  For now, bargaining 
unit employees should not have their telework agreements changed, just to comply with the USDA DR. 

FLSA Grievance with Snider & Assoc. - Fighting back against “more with less” 

The Forest Service Council continues to pursue a national Grievance based on the Forest Service’s failure to 
properly pay overtime compensation to employees in this era of continued pressure to do more with less.  
The Grievance was initially filed in February 2017, and the Council has retained the services of the Law 
Offices of Snider and Associates, LLC to pursue this matter. 

The grievance alleges, amongst other things, that the Forest Service has violated overtime provisions of the 
Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) and Title V.  The Union believes that employees were and continue to be 
“shortchanged” out of significant sums of overtime pay. Bargaining Unit Employees may have information 
which will be helpful or even necessary in the Union’s successful pursuit of this matter. Over the next few 
months, you will receive a phone call or e-mail from the paralegals and lawyers at Snider and Associates. 

The law firm is a partner with the Union in pursuing this Grievance so we encourage your participation and 
cooperation.  The Union is fully behind this effort. If you have already responded to an inquiry from the law 
firm, thank you for your participation. Please note that there are several areas the lawyers are investigating 
and you may be contacted more than once. 

For more information on this Grievance, please speak to your Local Union Rep or Council VP.  You may also 
email yehuda@sniderlaw.com or visit http://www.sniderlaw.com/current_cases/nffe-forest-service-council-
v-u-s-forest-service/. 

Anti-Employee and Anti-Union Executive Orders and Lawsuit 

On July 25, NFFE and a coalition of other Unions representing Federal employees were in Federal Court to 
fight the anti-Union and anti-employee Executive Orders that the Administration issued in May.  NFFE 
attorneys felt the hearing went well, and the Judge has said that she will issue her opinion by August 24.  In 
the meantime, within the Forest Service, USDA has provided instructions to implement the changes required 
by the Executive Orders, so we will start seeing implementation guidance very soon. 

Grievance on PII Release 



As mentioned last month, the Council has filed a grievance on the 
Personally Identifiable Information (PII) Release.  We have started 
settlement discussions with management, including raising concerns 
about people who never received a notice and about the short time to 
enroll, right in the middle of field and fire season.  We also hope to get 
more information about where the information went during the 
release, so we can better understand the risk.  In the meantime, here 
are a few reminders about the PII incident:  

• It appears a glitch resulted in some affected employees not 
receiving notice of the PII Release.  As far as the Union knows, most employees and retirees who 
were employees between early 2017 and May 2018 are likely to have been affected.  If you did not 
receive notice (around June 26-June 28, 2018), call HRM (1-877-372-7248 - press #2 for HRM) to ask if 
you were affected by the PII Release. 

• If you were affected, request information to enroll in Credit Monitoring by emailing 
credit_monitoring@fs.fed.us. The enrollment deadline has been extended until August 31. 

• Temporary and other field-going employees may not get notice in a timely manner, if they are not 
checking email or going to their primary residence where a hard-copy letter could be mailed.  Be a 
good Union sister or brother to them and remind them to check to see if they were affected. 

• Early in July, a number of employees received information that stated that you could only have one 
credit monitoring service.  This information was INCORRECT.  Enrolling for the Protect MyID Service 
being offered through Experian will not cancel any other credit monitoring you may have, including 
the identity monitoring service provided through OPM. 

• As a result of the OPM breach several years ago, affected individuals were offered several years of 
identity protection (which is more comprehensive than just credit monitoring). This service has now 
been extended to 10 years, so it is worth signing up for.  The service is called MyIDCare, and you can 
sign up or request the information you need to sign up at:  https://www.opm.gov/cybersecurity/.  
It’s well worth asking for enrollment information, if you are not sure if you were affected. 

• Learn more about how to protect your identity and credit scores.  The Federal Trade Commission 
has good information about the various services on this 
website:  https://www.consumer.ftc.gov/articles/0235-identity-theft-protection-services. 

• Take action, if you suspect you have been a victim of identity theft.  A good place to start is 
at https://www.identitytheft.gov/. 

Agriculture Conservation Experience Services (ACES) Program MOU 

The 2014 Farm Bill gave the Forest Service authority to implement the Agriculture Conservation Experience 
Services (ACES) Program, allowing the Agency to contract with service to allow older adults to work in 
various conservation-related areas.  During 2017, the program was piloted in the area of Forest 
Management, and the Agency is now expanding implementation to other areas, with plans to use it cross the 
Agency.  An important provision of the ACES program is that it cannot displace current employees, including 
reduction of non-overtime hours, wages, or employment benefits.   



Robin McCartney (FSC Region 9 CVP) served as the Union’s representative handling the 2018 expansion, 
and a Memorandum of Understanding was signed and approved by USDA on July 20, 2018.  Most importantly, 
the MOU ensures that Local and Council officers are provided information when ACES authority is going to be 
used on a unit represented by NFFE.  This information will allow Locals to monitor whether employees in 
their bargaining unit are being negatively impacted by plans to use ACES.  For a copy of the MOU to see all 
that Locals are entitled to, go to:  http://fsweb.wo.fs.fed.us/hrm/labor-
relations/documents/mous/ACESExpansionMOU.pdf  

Union Scholarship Winner (times 2!)  

The Forest Service Council extends Congratulations to 
Autumn Liles, and her proud father Joe Liles, 
member of NFFE Local 5300 (representing the Forest 
Service Law Enforcement workers).  Autumn was 
awarded both an IAMAW Scholarship and the NFFE 

Richard N. Brown Memorial Scholarship.  This fall, she will be 
attending Southern Nazarene University, studying biology with an 
eye to pre-medicine. 

Legislative Updates 

Protecting Retirement Benefits for FF/LEOs – The Forest 
Service Council continues to work on The First Responder Fair 
RETIRE Act, HR 3303.  The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) 
released their scoring of the bill (how much it is anticipated to 
cost over time).  Unfortunately, the CBO estimated a 10 year cost 
of $100 million.  We feel the score is unfairly high, as it is based 
on an estimated annuity amount that seems unrealistic for the 
population that would be served by this bill.  We are working on a 
response, and future course of action on the bill.  We are working 
with Federal Law Enforcement Officers Association (FLEOA) to 
craft this response. 

Protecting Employee Due Process - Earlier this month the House 
Committee on Oversight and Government Reform passed out of 
committee 2 bills that would disastrous for federal employees if 
passed into law:  HR 559 and HR 6391.  Some of the language in 
these bills echoes what we’ve seen in the Executive Orders from 
the White House that targeted federal employees; some of it is 
new.  
Some of the effects of HR 559 would be to: 

• prohibit arbitration for grievances; 
• eliminates Performance Improvement Periods for 

employees with performance issues; 
• lowers evidentiary standards for conduct cases at the 

MSPB to “substantial” evidence;  
• reduces earned retirement benefits if fired for a felony 

(note: does not extend to Congress); 
• extends probation to two years; 
• claws back bonuses or awards retroactively for conduct or performance; 
• prohibits MSPB from hearing furlough appeals; 
• reduces timeline for fired workers to appeal to Merit System Protection Board from 30 days to 10 

days; and more.  
This bill has been passed out of committee, it can come to the floor for a vote by the House. 

 

Free College Now Enrolling for  
Fall Term 

Classes Start August 20  

The new Union Plus Free College 
benefit is available to you and your 
family (including spouses, children, 
grandchildren and financial 
dependents). The pro-gram offers the 
opportunity to earn a free associate 
degree from Eastern Gateway 
Community College (EGCC) - an 
accredited, non-profit public 
institution. EGCC's accredited online 
programs are designed with working 
adults in mind. 

Students who choose Business 
Management can focus in the areas in 
Labor Studies, Entrepreneur-ship, 
Marketing, Finance or Healthcare 
Management — each will give you the 
base of know-ledge you need to work 
in those areas. EGCC also offers 
Criminal Justice, Accounting, and 
Early Childhood Education. 

 

To take advantage of this Free College 
opportunity call 888-590-9009 or get 
started online. EGCC staff will help 
you with the enrollment process. 



The MSPB Reauthorization Act (HR 6391), was also passed out of committee.  However, instead of passing a 
bill to support the agency and its mission of due process that protects against political corruption and other 
Prohibited Personnel Practices, the Committee took the opportunity to 

• create new filing fees for feds who appeal actions; 
• provides summary judgement authority to deny hearings; 
• prevents VA employees from using the MSPB; and 
• permits reappointments to the MSPB board.  

Should these bills come to a vote and pass, they will erode current federal worker protections to due 
process, and with the fears that so many Forest Service employees report of harassment and retaliation, the 
Union is strongly against eroding employee protection. For more information, visit the NFFE website:  HR 
6391  and HR 559.  Remember:  Any Congressional contacts must be made on your own time and equipment. 

VERA/VSIP Update 

In early June, the Forest Service conducted an agency-wide exercise to enter all positions into a database to 
help with planning for filling, restructuring, and abolishing positions.  One result of this exercise was that 
the Forest Service identified very few positions that management believed were appropriate for 
restructuring or abolishing.  Therefore, there are no plans to request USDA and OPM for early out (VERA) or 
buyout (VSIP) authority. 

Work Environment Issues – John Oliver and Anita Hill 

As the issue of workplace harassment and retaliation continues to swirl, the Union reminds employees that 
calling the Harassment Reporting Center is simply an act of reporting misconduct.  If there is not clear 
evidence of harassment that rises to the level of misconduct, the Agency will respond with a letter to you 
saying that they found no harassment. These “findings of no findings” occur for a couple of reasons:  

• The Anti-Harassment Policy and Reporting Center are geared to address the big acts of harassment 
that can lead to PBS-like stories. 

• Thus, the Agency does not yet know how to identify the low-grade harassment that can built to make 
the workplace a waking nightmare for employees. 

• The inquiries into non-EEO-based harassment are not being conducted by professionals, and we often 
hear that key witnesses were not interviewed. 

• Employees who report everyday-type harassment are often out on their own. Even if the witnesses 
are interviewed, coworkers “duck” so that they are not the next ones who find themselves in the 
harasser’s crosshairs.  

Last week, Last Week Tonight with John Oliver took on the issue 
of workplace harassment and included a few clips from the PBS 
story about the Forest Service (starting at 12:20).  He then segues 
into Clarence Thomas’s confirmation hearings and what Anita Hill 
went through during those hearings.  Sadly, her story is all too 
familiar with what still happens to people who report harassment.  
The segment ends with a very good interview with Anita Hill 
(starting at 17:40).  Oliver and Hill get into a bit of what 
bystanders can do, and it’s time for each of us to consider the 
simple actions we can take as bystanders: 

• Confront the harasser about the behavior, if you feel comfortable. 
• Check in with target of the harassment.  
• Ask them “How are you?”  “How did that behavior feel to you?” “Would you like me to say 

something?”  



Review and approval of FSM 6760 and 6140 – Shawn Patterson 

Negotiations Chairperson Shawn Patterson has been working on wrapping up an MOU for FSM 6760 Employee 
Health and Work-life Program and FSM 6140 Performance.  FSM 6760 and 6140 had been scattered 
throughout several Forest Service Manual, decision to move the provisions of FSM Section 6143 “Employee 
Assistance Program” (EAP) and Section 6145 “Wellness” to FSM 6760 “Employee Health and Work-life 
Programs,” the Parties reviewed the revised FSM 6140 and FSM 6760 in full. 

NFFE FSC Executive Board Decisions 
The decisions below were made at the July 2018 NFFE-FSC Executive Board monthly meetings.  The next 
FSC Executive Board Meeting is scheduled for August 16, 2018. 

Appointments of Representatives 

The following appointments made by the FSC President were ratified: 

FSC Veterans Committee Chairperson: David Shanley-Dillman (FL2086) 
FSC Auditors for 2017: Debbie Kaufman (FL2196) and Tanya Brevard (FL1919) 
R-8 Election Committee members: Debbie Kaufman (FL2196) and Tanya Brevard (FL1919) 

Reports from NFFE FSC Vice Presidents 
(Terri Anderson, R01; Gerard Sandoval, R02; Max Alonzo, R03; Shawn Stanford, R04; Dave Alicea, R05; 
Lisa Wolfe, R06; Eric Pullium, R08; Robin McCartney; Nancy Soriano, R10; Beverly Tobin Ford, CCC: 
Val Nelson, R&D; and Sean Thomas, WO.) 

Region 1 – Terri Anderson 

This month has been a difficult one in Region 1, in which employee suicides have affected both Management 
officials and bargaining unit employees in the Northern Region.  The Union strives to be a confidential place 
where troubled employees can contact us and share their struggles with PTSD, stress and difficulties of life.  
We can assist by suggesting ADR processes for conflict, contacts/counselors with VA centers in Missoula and 
Helena -- and just plain listening in a confidential setting. The Union has worked with Eric Kettering in the 
past, and he served in the military so he understands the difficulties that Veterans face.  Eric is the new 
director at the VA Center in Helena and Senator Tester had the honor of attending the opening ceremony:  

http://mtpr.org/post/veterans-service-and-counseling-center-opens-helena 

Eric also served at the Missoula VA which has resources, including counseling, to help Veterans.  Although he 
no longer serves in Missoula, there are resources at the Missoula location: 

https://www.va.gov/directory/guide/facility.asp?ID=619 

Your Union is working hard on behalf of bargaining unit employees.  Your R1 Presidents are: 

• NFFE Local Lodge 60 President Lisa Outka-Perkins, (406)329-3849 
• NFFE Local Lodge 1241 President Lael Lowry, (406) 250-3201 
• NFFE Local Lodge 1295 President Matt Varcoe and S/T Gerry Ann Howlett, (208) 267-6749 
• NFFE Local Lodge President 1398 Ellen Sullivan, (406) 296-2536 ext. 7114 
• NFFE National Vice President (and Union SME on OWCP issues) Bob Beckley, (406) 329-3996 

Don’t hesitate to pick up the phone if you are struggling as we have many tools to assist bargaining unit 
employees in dealing with conflict, performance issues, injuries and reasonable accommodations, stress and 
hardship. 



Region 3 – Max Alonzo 

This month in region 3 Council Vice President Max Alonzo presented to our 
National New Employee Orientation. We were able to welcome over 100 
employees to the agency. We fielded many questions and explained our 
efforts to keep benefits and fairness in the federal workplace. Max Alonzo, 
NFFE President Randy Erwin and Business Rep/Organizer Gerald McCarty 
also helped local 2197 President Jessica Farrow sign up 5 new members at 
their BBQ/membership drive in Albuquerque NM. 

Local 376 would also like to welcome new stewards Ed Hentcelt and Dane 
Ostler to the team. 

Region 4 – Shawn Stanford 

Here is my report for the last month: 

• Attended and participated by giving Union presentations at multiple orientations around the region. 
• Co-led multiple Stand-up sessions around the region. 
• Assisted stewards in preparing and writing multiple Step 1 grievances 
• Assisted a LL 125 steward Jim Nutt in preparing a spread sheet on do’s and don’ts of official time for 

union stewards. 
• Met with DRF Farnsworth and LL 125 President Bill Lyons on very complex case involving a BUE and 

indefinite suspension. BUE subsequently resigned. 
• Assisted a BUE with insurance issue. The members’ policy no longer valid in multiple states and HR 

refused to change. Outcome yet to be determined. 
• Assisting LL 1753 BUE’s in negotiating a parking MOU on the Weiser District of the Payette NF. 

Outcome yet to be determined. 

Region 6 – Lisa Wolfe 

The Union response to the Article 11 notice on implementing national FS policy on space has been 
submitted.  We are now awaiting a further response from management. 

We continue to field contacts from employees on a number of topics:  harassment on many basis, harsh 
punishment for small infractions, policies implemented without necessary involvement of the Union, and 
plain violations of the Master Agreement.  Your R6 Local officials are working the best they can on the issues 
you bring them, but we are a small team in an ever increasingly hostile playing field.  If you value your 
rights in the workplace, and the Master Agreement, now is the time to show your interest and 
support.  Contact your Local Union official for more information. 

Region 8 

Nominations and Elections for Region 8 CVP and Local 466 Officers – Union Members in Region 8 should be 
on the lookout over the next month or so, as elections are being held for the Region 8 Council Vice-
President and Local 466 Officers.  Chris Berry (chris_berry_fsc_nffe@outlook.com) is serving as the Election 
Committee Chair, and Jason Thompson (jpthomspon@fs.fed.us) is assisting in getting mailing addresses and 
other information necessary to run the nominations and elections in compliance with Department of Labor 
requirements.  Please contact them if you have questions, and respond promptly if they ask you for 
information. 

  



Leave Recipients 
Please support the union members below by donating annual leave to assist them through a difficult spot.  
It’s the least their union brothers and sisters can do for them! 

NFFE Local 2195 President Sandra Carpenter underwent major surgery in May, and she will be off work 
for several months while she undergoes rehab, further assessments, and testing.  She will need to be 
evaluated again by a physician in order to be cleared for full activity when she returns to work. 

A GoFundMe site has also been set up for Sandra, as she, her wife, and their two young sons try to 
navigate the financial challenges that come with serious medical issues.  If you wish to contribute, 
the page can be found at:  https://www.gofundme.com/help-support-our-girl-sandra  

NFFE Local 2196 member Jeri Corbitt is suffering from severe lower extremity radiculopathy with 
bilateral disc herniation which cause her such pain that she is unable to sit up.  She is facing surgery to help 
improve her quality of life. 

NFFE Local 2165 Chief Steward for RO Leon Lavigne started having stomach and intestinal problems in 
January 2018.  The intestinal problems have gotten worse and the doctors can't find the cause of the 
problems.   

NFFE Local 276 member Steve Mauch  had heart surgery in July and will be on lifting restrictions and 
sternal precautions for twelve weeks. Case # 1764255 

NFFE Local 2198 President April Moore I am having back surgery on May 14, 2018 to fuse vertebrae to 
alleviate the pain form a damaged disc.  I will be off work for approximately 3 months, with an anticipated 
exhaustion of leave approximately June 15, 2018.  While I may be able to telework later on during recovery I 
will be in need of donated leave until I am able to return to work full-time.  Any assistance is greatly 
appreciated. 

NFFE Local 1968 member Christine Pyle is assisting her husband following a stroke in January 2018.  His 
condition is such that he needs daily care and assistance as he continues with therapy and rehabilitation to 
regain muscular control, speech control and general mobility.  She expects this care to be needed for 
approximately 10 - 12 months. 

More information is available at: http://fsweb.wo.fs.fed.us/hrm/leave/index.php#four (then click on 
Program Information).   

What we are Reading and Watching 
About the Anti-Union and Anti-Employee Executive Orders 

• https://www.govexec.com/pay-benefits/2018/07/claiming-trump-has-declared-war-feds-rally-fight-
back-against-executive-orders/150038/?oref=govexec_today_nl  

• https://www.govexec.com/pay-benefits/2018/07/our-public-servants-deserve-
better/150027/?oref=govexec_today_nl  

• https://cdn.govexec.com/a/interstitial.html?v=8.16.0&rf=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.govexec.com%2Fman
agement%2F2018%2F07%2F4-hour-hearing-judge-suggests-executive-orders-ignore-one-side-labor-
statute%2F150080%2F%3Foref%3Dgovexec_today_nl  

About Harassment and Leadership in the Forest Service  

This a 5 Part series with Michael Rains, former Director of Northern Research Station, and the first part 
starts here:  https://www.evergreenmagazine.com/how-could-i-have-missed-this/  



About our Union Brothers and Sisters 

VIDEO:  Our Union brothers and sisters at the Red River Army Depot are fighting to save the jobs of term and 
contract employees who work side-by-side with them.  https://www.goiam.org/news/machinists-fighting-
to-save-hundreds-of-red-river-army-depot-jobs/  

VIDEO:  IAM has started a video series call IAM Federal Workers Speak Out.  In this video VA employee and 
VA Council leader Damaris Miller talks about her experience caring for America’s Veterans while also serving 
as a Union official helping employees.  https://www.goiam.org/news/iam-nffe-federal-workers-speak-out/  

Our Brother Bob Beckley was featured in the Missoulian.  In addition to serving as NFFE Vice President, 
Local 60 Vice President, Bob’s “day job” is a project leader at National Technology and Development 
Program in Missoula. Bob understands the problems facing injured workers and overcoming obstacles (in his 
past, he served as a Region One Smokejumper). Now Bob shares his knowledge of traditional skills and the 
importance of body mechanics. Take a lesson from Bob as he understands back pain, body mechanics, and 
partnering with others:  https://missoulian.com/news/local/tactical-athletes-forest-service-adds-pt-to-
logging-training/article_a506e320-ce4e-51b0-956e-a453be6373c1.html 

Don’t forget:  An Ounce of Prevention is Worth a Pound of Cure.  Take Care of Your Shoulders, Knees and 
Back (and mental health)!! 

 


